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		'Barker and Iantaffi have written the book we all need for this moment in time.' - CN Lester

	
		Much of society's thinking operates in a highly rigid and binary manner; something is good or bad, right or wrong, a success or a failure, and so on. Challenging this limited way of thinking, this ground-breaking book looks at how non-binary methods of thought can be applied to all aspects of life, and offer new and greater ways of understanding ourselves and how we relate to others.

	
		Using bisexual and non-binary gender experiences as a starting point, this book addresses the key issues with binary thinking regarding our relationships, bodies, emotions, wellbeing and our sense of identity and sets out a range of practices which may help us to think in more non-binary, both/and, or uncertain ways.

	
		A truly original and insightful piece, this guide encourages reflection on how we view and understand the world we live in and how we all bend, blur or break society's binary codes.
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Security Sage's Guide to Hardening the Network InfrastructureSyngress Publishing, 2004
With the proliferation of wireless access points (WAPs), virtual private networks
(VPNs), and extranets, it’s becoming increasingly difficult to determine where
your network begins and ends. Add this complexity to common economic factors,
such as company mergers and acquisitions, and now you have a tangled web
of...
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The Usborne Complete Book of the Human Body: Internet Linked (Complete Books)Usborne, 2006

	This book contains descriptions of websites where you can find out more about the human body. To visit them, go to the Usborne Quicklinks Website at www.usborne-quicklinks.com and enter the keywords "complete body."


	Would you like to take a look at vocal cords? Would you like to see the longest fingernails on record!?...
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Special Edition Using Mac OS X v10.3 PantherQue, 2004
The Panther release of Mac OS X continues the development of the Macintosh operating system. Mac OS X has become the dominant OS on the Macintosh platform and is currently the default OS on all new Macintosh computers.  Mac OS X is a complex and powerful operating system for which no documentation is provided by Apple outside of the Apple Help...
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COM+ Programming: A Practical Guide Using Visual C++ and ATLPrentice Hall, 2000
Maximizing COM/COM+ reuse and scalability: practical, enterprise-class  solutions! 

If you’re ready to develop COM/COM+ enterprise applications, start with this  practical, solutions-focused guide! Using case studies and real-world code  examples, Hewlett-Packard COM/COM+ expert Pradeep Tapadiya presents COM and COM+  in detail,...
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PHP & MySQL Everyday Apps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Includes unique object-oriented coverage!
Complete instructions for building real-world Web applications, with all code on CD     

Create six practical applications — two user login-in apps, online catalog, shopping cart, content management system, and Web forum — both in procedural and object-oriented programming....
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Flash MX Application & Interface DesignFriends of Ed, 2003

	The days of Flash as a creative luxury are long gone. After months of downsizing, Flash creativity has been on a huge rationalization program. It is no longer enough to present animation in millions of colors and a hundred transparencies. It is no longer sufficient to provide interactivity and dynamism for their own sake.
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